Cook/Douglass Campus

Farm Area
All-day programs 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

Animal Science BBQ 1
Purchase tasty BBQ items to support this student club. Society of Animal Science CDF-429

Ask the State Climatologist 4
Visit with climate experts and ask about New Jersey’s recent extreme weather. View weather instruments and maps, and sign up to be a precipitation observer. Office of the New Jersey State Climatologist CDF-10

Circulation Tank 4
Marine Sciences Building, front lawn
What drives motion at the bottom of the ocean? Find out—and get wet! Oceanography Graduate Student Association CDF-270

Cupcakes on Display 3
Take a selfie with a giant “R” made of 2,500 freshly baked mini cupcakes and snag a sweet snack while they last. Dining Services CDF-116

Ecstatic about the Environment 2
Fun, hands-on demonstrations on weather, environmental protection, sustainability, and restoration are sure to make you smile. Department of Environmental Sciences CDF-354

Fishing for Facts about Marine Science 4
Marine Sciences Building, front lawn
It’s a keeper! Reel in your catch for a fun quiz question. Oceanography Club CDF-470

Habitat for Humanity Home Improvement Workshop 3
Remember your visit to Rutgers Day by building and painting a birdhouse or potting a plant to start your own nursery. Talk with members about the work we do in the community. Rutgers University Habitat for Humanity CDF-493

Jersey Coast Touch Tank 4
Marine Sciences Building, front lawn
Get up close and personal with some fascinating New Jersey marine species. Oceanography Graduate Student Association CDF-203

Jersey Shore Sand Box 4
Marine Sciences Building, front lawn
Search for shells in the sand, and learn about Jersey Shore marine life. Oceanography Graduate Student Association CDF-202

Meet and Greet 90.3 The Core 1
Meet our DJs and enjoy a live Rutgers Day broadcast by this student-run radio station. 90.3 The Core CDF-365

Meet the Mounted Patrol 1
Red Barn
Tour the barn, feed the horses, and speak with the student members of the Mounted Patrol. Kids, paint a horseshoe or run for the roses in our hobbyhorse relay races. Rutgers University Mounted Patrol CDF-153

NJ State 4-H Dog Show 3
Skelley Field
Cheer on 4-H members and their dogs as they compete in junior showmanship, obedience, rally, agility, and Seeing Eye Puppy contests. Rutgers Cooperative Extension and NJ State Dog Advisory Council CDF-15

Petting Zoo 1
Round Barn
Spend some quality time with our baby farm animals, including kids, lambs, and piglets. Society of Animal Science CDF-252

RU-tv WeatherWatcher 4
Marine Sciences Building, front lawn
Tour the studio, meet the weather bear, and watch student forecasters at work. RU-tv Network CDF-262

Rutgers Meteorology Club Tornado Simulator 4
Come see how one of nature’s most destructive forces forms, with hands-on and state-of-the-art tornado simulators. Rutgers Meteorology Club CDF-189

Where to Eat

Neilson Dining Hall 16
Located behind the Eagleton Institute of Politics, serves a full cafeteria-style menu at a special Rutgers Day price of $10.

Douglass Student Center 12
Offers various options.

Harvest Café 5
Located in the Institute for Food, Nutrition, and Health, serves dishes made from whole, minimally processed foods (open until 2:00 p.m.).

Rutgers student groups are cooking up great eats throughout campus.

Vendors are located across the campus, with a large selection of ethnic cuisine at the New Jersey Folk Festival.

Rutgers University Seeing Eye Puppy Raising Club 1
Meet our puppies in training, and learn more about this program dedicated to raising puppies to become service dogs to blind individuals. Rutgers University Seeing Eye Puppy Raising Club CDF-368

Scarlet Headquarters for Alumni 3
Meet up with classmates and friends at Scarlet HQ: refreshments, photo booth, class-year buttons, and more. Rutgers University Alumni Association CDF-32

Visit the Rutgers Equine Science Center 1
Red Barn, Equine Exercise Physiology Lab
Pony up for fun: meet Wishbone, a life-sized articulated equine skeleton; create horse-themed crafts to take home; take a tour; and enjoy other fun activities and giveaways. Equine Science Center CDF-401

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt , head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Your Baby’s Brain
Calling all baby scientists! Bring your little ones to build sand castles and make balloon animals while you learn about infant brain development. Infancy Studies Laboratory—Center for Molecular and Behavioral Neuroscience CDF-251

Farm Area
Programs listed by start time
10 a.m.; 10:30 a.m.; 11 a.m.; 11:30 a.m.; 12 p.m.
Farm Animal Show: Fitting and Showmanship Competition
College Farm Road
Stop by the show ring to see students handle, fit, and exhibit large farm animals, including horses, heifers, goats, sheep, and swine. Applaud your favorite pairs in one of the few such contests remaining in New Jersey. Department of Animal Science CDF-427

1 p.m.; 2 p.m.
High-Speed Horses
Red Barn, Equine Exercise Physiology Lab
Watch a horse run on a high-speed treadmill, and learn about the research and education conducted by the center. Equine Science Center CDF-404

10 a.m. – 12 p.m.
New Jersey from Space and Walton Center for Remote Sensing and Spatial Analysis
Environmental and Natural Resource Building, Walton Center for Remote Sensing and Spatial Analysis
See the latest work on geospatial information technology to address issues related to New Jersey’s environment, natural resources, and agriculture. Walton Center for Remote Sensing and Spatial Analysis CDF-11

Loree Building Area
All-day programs 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.
100 Years of the Douglass Difference
Lot 78
Gear up for the 100th anniversary of Rutgers’ residential college for women, with giveaways and fun activities. Douglass Residential College CDLBA-571

Active Listening Competition
Lot 78
Are you an active listener? Play the game and hear how you stack up against others. Douglass Residential College CDLBA-445

Anthropological Methods
Learn to be an anthropologist. It’s how we study human culture—by drawing maps, asking questions, observing behaviors, analyzing talk, and more. Department of Anthropology CDLBA-608

Become an Anthropologist
Do you have what it takes to be an anthropologist? Find out with a fun and revealing hands-on activity. Department of Anthropology CDLBA-316

Big Dig
Search our mock archaeological dig, and learn how excavation works and how to interpret findings. Department of Anthropology CDLBA-321

Comic Book Superstars
Loree Building, room 013
Create a comic strip with you as the star, and take home a copy. Office of Information Technology CDLBA-139

Crazy Computers
Lot 78
What? Combine computers with kids’ plastic building bricks? That’s crazy! Douglass Residential College CDLBA-448

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Democracy Is “R” Responsibility
Lot 78
Play politics-themed games, register to vote, and cast your ballot in a real voting booth. Find out what happens in that other big white house! Eagleton Institute of Politics CDLBA-315

Diversity Challenge
Learn how humans use language and culture (food, clothes, rituals, beliefs...) to forge our connections with those we call “us” and mark our differences from those we call “them.” Department of Anthropology CDLBA-320

Douglass Residential College: Leading Women for 100 Years
Lot 78
Learn about Rutgers’ residential college for women and its century-long legacy of fostering success among female students. Douglass Residential College CDLBA-525

DRC-DSRN Tattoo and Coloring Station
Lot 78
Color your day! Pick up giveaways and chat with students about life at Douglass Residential College. Douglass Residential College—Douglass Student Recruitment Network CDLBA-528

Exercise Science and Sport Management Club
Lot 78
Challenge your friends and family in games of speed, dexterity, and strength while learning more about exercise science and sport management. Exercise Science and Sport Management Club CDLBA-70

Green Screen Getaway
Loree Building, room 007
Pose for a customized picture against a green screen, and bring home a keepsake print. Office of Information Technology CDLBA-137

Her Space: Women’s Center Coalition
Lot 78
Chat with students who build social activism and community in their third-floor safe space in the Douglass Student Center. Douglass Residential College CDLBA-441

Kinesiology and Health Showcase
Lot 78
Explore the dynamics of human movement through hands-on activities and learn about Rutgers’ new academic department and its Center for Aging. Department of Kinesiology and Health CDLBA-163

Primate Conservation Play Station
Lot 78
Play games, get your face painted, and learn about primate conservation from club members. Rutgers University for Primate Conservation CDLBA-150

Red Pine Ambassadors: Discovering Douglass
Lot 78
Enjoy fun activities and meet student ambassadors for Douglass Residential College. Learn about their organization and the opportunities it offers. Douglass Residential College CDLBA-526

STEM Ambassadors: Fun with Science
Lot 78
Children of all ages, share some easy science fun with Rutgers students in the STEM fields. Douglass Residential College CDLBA-529

Which Global Village House Is Your Home?
Lot 78
Play a quiz game to discover which Global Village house at Rutgers best suits your goals and interests. Douglass Residential College CDLBA-430

Your Name Here—in Chinese, Japanese, or Korean
Lot 78
Calligraphers help you “spell” your name in Chinese, Japanese, and Korean languages using a brush and traditional inks. Department of Asian Languages and Cultures CDLBA-8

Loree Building Area
Programs listed by start time
11 a.m.; 1 p.m.; 3 p.m.
Chemistry: Seriously? Should You Be Doing That?
Loree Building, room 024
Experience the new synchronous lecture hall. View live demonstrations taking place on the Busch Campus. Oohh and ahh on the thrills and spills of chemical experiments. Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology CDLBA-631

Passion Puddle Area
All-day programs 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.
Boisterous Biochemistry and Marvelous Microbiology
Build your own bug, see microbes in action, and explore how microorganisms change the world. Department of Biochemistry and Microbiology CDPP-187

Child Seat Safety Inspections
The Rutgers Police Department and Rutgers Emergency Services have partnered with the NJ Division of Highway Traffic Safety (NJDHTS) to provide instruction and guidance on the proper use of child car seats. Drop by for more information! Rutgers University Police Department and Emergency Services CDPP-629

Dig It! Soil in the Garden State
Take a trip through the soil tunnel, mix your own soil sample, and play games to learn about healthy soil and healthy plants. Soil Testing Laboratory and Plant Diagnostic Laboratory CDPP-627

EcoGSA Book Sale and Outreach
Shop hundreds of economically priced, used books and multimedia across all genres; then browse graduate students’ research displays and demonstrations. Proceeds support graduate student research awards, activities, and professional development. Ecology and Evolution Graduate Student Association CDPP-85

Fire Safety for Dorm Rooms
See simulated fires and learn prevention and escape techniques throughout the day. View a live fire demo at 2 p.m. to learn how sprinklers save lives. Rutgers University Emergency Services CDPP-190

Food Science Food Bazaar
This traditional BBQ is grilling up hamburgers, hot dogs, snacks, and beverages. Food Science Graduate Student Organization CDPP-446

Home Food Preservation Station
Can, freeze, or dry the bounty of fruits and vegetables from your garden, co-op program, or farmer’s market. Our experts teach you how! Department of Family and Community Health Sciences CDPP-186

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
**Make Your Memories with Lindley G. Cook 4-H Camp**
Talk with staff about the classic experience offered by this Rutgers-run sleep-away camp for youth aged 8–16 in Stokes State Forest. L.G. Cook 4-H Camp CDPP-185

**Master Gardener Plant Sale**
Ask an expert and shop unusual and popular vegetables, fruits, herbs, and flowers. Our Rutgers and Ramapo tomatoes go fast—so stop by early! Cooperative Extension of Middlesex County CDPP-168

**New Brunswick Community Farmers Market**
Purchase vegetable or flower plants while your children color and plant seeds. Rutgers Cooperative Extension CDPP-76

**People Puzzles**
Uncover fun facts about what people do, think, and feel (and why!). Department of Sociology CDPP-211

**Pulled Pork Sandwiches**
Feed your hunger with our signature sandwich, or purchase SEBS or Alpha Zeta apparel. The Fraternity of Alpha Zeta CDPP-147

**Ring Toss and Refreshments**
Relax with a lawn game and refresh with a hot pretzel, Italian ice, or bottled water. Collegiate 4-H Club CDPP-101

**Rutgers 250 Puzzle Room and Scavenger Hunt**
Douglass Student Center, room 106. Use your knowledge of Rutgers trivia to escape our puzzle room and head off on your next adventure: a customized scavenger hunt across the Cook/Douglass Campus. Cyberlearning Innovation and Research Center CDPP-346

**Rutgers Against Hunger**
Participate in hands-on activities and a trivia game to raise awareness about the prevalent issue of hunger in New Jersey. Rutgers Against Hunger CDPP-75

**Rutgers Cinema**
Play movie trivia and get a free bag of popcorn. Institutional Planning and Operations, Economic Development Group CDPP-340

**South Asian Total Health Initiative**
Learn about a group providing health outreach and education tailored to the needs of central New Jersey’s South Asian community. Department of Family and Community Health Sciences CDPP-514

**Speed Résumé Workshop and Labor and Employment Law Quiz**
Bring your résumé and get useful tips from career experts and alumni. Take an online law survey and be entered to win a gift card to a local restaurant. School of Management and Labor Relations CDPP-62

**Spring Is for Planting**
Time to get growing! Ask advice from the experts, purchase plants for your home garden, and browse vendors from our weekly farm market. Rutgers Gardens CDPP-12

**Stay Active: Strategies for Life’s Realities**
Too busy? Too tired? Nowhere to go? Learn ways to stay active by overcoming common barriers to physical activity. NJ SNAP-Ed CDPP-144

**The Mysterious Liquid: Oobleck**
Marvel at the weird nature of this non-Newtonian fluid. Poke it, play with it, make stress balls out of it. Fun for all ages. G.H. Cook Biochemistry and Microbiology Club CDPP-140

**The Plaza at Livingston Campus**
Learn more about The Plaza at Livingston Campus while you play trivia games and win prizes. Institutional Planning and Operations, Economic Development Group CDPP-233

**Undergraduate Food Science Club Ice Cream Fundraiser and Oobleck Zone**
Marvel at oobleck—Is it a solid? A liquid?—while treating yourself to our ever-popular homemade ice cream. Undergraduate Food Science Club CDPP-86

**Walk through a Burning Building**
Experience a fire situation firsthand by walking through a simulated fire safety trailer. Learn how fires start, how they can be prevented, and how to establish an escape plan. Rutgers University Emergency Services CDPP-193

**What’s New in Technology?**
Covet the latest computer and virtual reality products while chatting with Rutgers tech experts. kite+key, The Rutgers Tech Store CAVMI-456

**Passion Puddle Area**
Programs listed by start time
10 a.m. – 2 p.m.

**Eat Well, Live Well**
Enjoy free samples of delicious, healthful fare, fresh fruit juices, and smoothie shots prepared by the chefs of Rutgers’ new whole-foods dining venue, Harvest Café. New Jersey Institute for Food, Nutrition, and Health CDPP-111

10:30 a.m.

**Food Science Alumni Event**
Join classmates and friends for light refreshments and an awards ceremony for Dr. Jennifer McEntire. Department of Food Science CDPP-534

2 p.m.

**Fire Safety for Dorm Rooms**
See simulated fires and learn prevention and escape techniques throughout the day. View a live fire demo to learn how sprinklers save lives. Rutgers University Emergency Services CDPP-190

---

**Have a question?** Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt 🛡️, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
3 p.m.
**World’s Largest Egg Toss**
Passion Puddle, lawn
The yolk’s on who? Catcher or watcher, don’t miss this annual throwdown that always draws a crowd. [Student Affairs–Recreation](CDPP-484)

**Red Oak Lane Area**
All-day programs 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

**Akhil Autism Foundation: Raising Awareness at Rutgers**
Learn about autism and student efforts to raise awareness. Kids, play games and take home pins, bookmarks, and coloring sheets. [Akhil Autism Foundation at Rutgers](CDROL-439)

**Bird Feeder Builder Booth**
Create a simple bird feeder with cereal and pipe cleaners to attract flying friends to your home. [Naturalist Club](CDROL-359)

**Book Trivia Toss**
Give it your best shot! Toss a bean bag and test your knowledge of book trivia. [Reach Out and Read (ROAR)](CDROL-303)

**Bracelet Making with the Women’s Center**
Swing by to make a bracelet or other yarn craft to take home. [Women’s Center Coalition](CDROL-473)

**Climb That Tree**
Can you reach the top using a rope ladder and safety harness? Honk the horn to prove you’re victorious! [Rutgers University Outdoors Club](CDROL-596)

**Cockroach Races with Rutgers Entomology**
Blake Hall
Marvel at exotic insects and arachnids and have fun with bugs—including our ever-popular cockroach races! T-shirts and other bug swag, too. [Graduate Entomology Student Association](CDROL-563)

**Companion Animal Club’s Dog Spa**
Pamper your pet with a photo booth and paw-print station, and learn about a club that fosters service dogs-in-training. [Companion Animal Club](CDROL-603)

**Compost Bin Demonstration**
Students demonstrate homemade compost bins and talk about their efforts to encourage composting at Rutgers. [RU Compost](CDROL-119)

**Cook Alumni Meet and Greet**
Reconnect and remember with your fellow alumni. Share refreshments while laughing over old yearbooks and archived materials reaching back 40 years. [Cook Alumni Association](CDROL-434)

**CROPS Plant Sale**
Purchase herbs, veggies, and flowers for your garden to support graduate student researchers. Plus gardening tips for novice and expert growers. [Cook Researchers of Plant Science (CROPS)](CDROL-336)

**Designer Genes: Go Bananas for Biotechnology!**
Watch us extract DNA from bananas using everyday reagents like salt water and alcohol. Find out why biotechnology is a hot major. [Undergraduate Program in Biotechnology](CDROL-379)

**Dog Treat Depot**
Purchase homemade treats for your canine companion and support the Nutritional Sciences Honor Society. [Kappa Omicron Nu](CDROL-96)

**Ecological Landscape Design: Re-Envisioning the Rutgers Golf Course**
Admire the ingenuity of planting design students who have re-imagined the Rutgers Golf Course as a sustainable golfing landscape and ecosystem. [Department of Landscape Architecture](CDROL-523)

**Environmental Awareness**
From little acorn to mighty oak: play a guessing game and plant a seed to take home. [School of Environmental and Biological Sciences Governing Council](CDROL-91)

**Fight the Knight!**
Who dares to challenge the Black Knight? Children who are 12 years old and younger can learn basic martial arts techniques in a fun and safe environment. [Martial Arts Club](CDROL-13)

**Go Green with Green Print**
Learn about the most eco-conscious (and mostly online) newspaper on the Rutgers campus. [Green Print](CDROL-126)

**Greenhouse Tour and Plant Sale**
Walk through the greenhouse—and its five sections of tropical plants—at your own pace. Bonus plant sale, too! [Department of Plant Biology, Floriculture/Teaching Greenhouse](CDROL-290)

**Honeybee Helpers: Rutgers’ Beekeepers Association**
Get the buzz on the importance of honeybees to the environment and see the pollinators at work in a real hive. [Beekeepers Association of Rutgers University](CDROL-402)

**Japanese Water Balloon Yoyos**
Fish for a water balloon yoyo in a pool and win a prize while supporting this student organization. [Anime and Japanese Environmental Society](CDROL-266)

**Leadership through Adventure Learning**
Find your inner leader! Meet staff and try out the fun equipment used in leadership-training programs for students. [Department of Leadership and Experiential Learning](CDROL-67)

**Mud Watts: Energy Beneath Your Feet**
Mud what? Be amazed and learn about a device that utilizes living organisms in mud to make electricity. The magic is microbes! [Students for Environmental and Energy Development (SEED)](CDROL-352)

**New Jersey Suicide Prevention Hopeline**
Learn how this free, confidential, 24-hour hotline offers support and referrals to all New Jerseyans experiencing crises. [University Behavioral Health Care](CDPP-4)

---

**The Big R Stage**
Stop by the Big R Stage located by Passion Puddle to see our star performers, and stay sunnyside up for the World’s Largest Egg Toss at 3 p.m.

---

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Nutrition Game Wheel
Win a prize in a kid-friendly game—while expanding your nutrition knowledge.
Nutrition Club CDROL-94

Operation for Goodies
Try your hand at the classic game or pick up a handmade mini doctor’s bag.
SEBS Pre-Medical/Pre-Dental Society CDROL-370

Pencils of Promise Bake Sale
Snag a sweet while learning how this organization helps to increase accessibility to a quality education in developing countries. Pencils of Promise CDROL-17

Plant a Garden in a Bag!
Start your garden for the season with this fun green-beans-in-a-bag activity. Students for Environmental Awareness CDROL-95

Plants and Advice for Your Landscape
Purchase a plant or flower arrangement and get expert design and planting advice from landscape architects. Landscape Architecture Graduate Student Organization CDROL-489

RU Atelier’s Craft Table
Spin and win a handmade craft or join club members in creating your own DIY craft project. RU Atelier CDROL-368

RU Nutty!
Do you know your nuts? Take the nut quiz and learn about different tree nuts. Talk about our hazelnut and dogwood breeding program with our faculty and staff. Department of Plant Biology CDROL-6

RU Spiritual: Labyrinth and Sand Mandala
Meditate or contemplate as you walk through a temporary labyrinth to arrive at its center, where a sand mandala awaits your artistic mark. Rutgers Protestant Campus Ministries CDROL-597

Rutgers Photography Club
Say cheese! Discuss the art of photography and view the work of club members. Rutgers Photography Club CDROL-164

Rutgers Student Bakers Bake Sale
When are homemade baked goods guilt free? When the proceeds go toward fighting childhood hunger. Rutgers Student Bakers CDROL-380

Rutgers Turf Club Mini Golf
Fore! Take a turn on a mini-golf putting course that sports real turf—just like the big time. Turf Club CDROL-371

Rutgers Undergraduate Geography Society
Talk with our members and learn about interactive mapping. Department of Geography CDROL-452

Scarlet Cross: Fight the Knight
Hear ye, hear ye! Kids of all ages! Step into the ring and challenge one of our armored knights to single combat. Scarlet Cross CDROL-409

SORAH Hunger Games
Hands-on activities raise awareness about the prevalent issue of hunger in New Jersey. Student Organized Rutgers Against Hunger (SORAH) CDROL-112

Students United for Environmental Justice
Learn about the efforts of many different Rutgers student organizations that encourage and educate on environmental sustainability. Rutgers Student Environmental Coalition CDROL-269

Test Your Stormwater Knowledge!
Take a quiz to test your stormwater knowledge, and learn about the stormwater management program. Rutgers Environmental Health and Safety CDROL-16

The Imaginate Drawing Booth
Design a tablecloth, get a student-designed coloring book, and pick up a copy of our magazine. The Imaginate, Rutgers’ Literary Magazine CDROL-256

Urban Forestry: Mulch That Tree
Learn the right—and the wrong!—way to mulch the trees in your home landscape. Rutgers Urban Forestry Program CDROL-216

Wild New Jersey: Wildlife Conservation and Management
Learn about a Rutgers program that works to promote the coexistence of wildlife and humans in New Jersey. Rutgers Cooperative Extension CDROL-179

Red Oak Lane Area
Programs listed by start time
10:30 a.m.; 12 p.m.; 1:30 p.m.; 3 p.m.

Branch Out with Landscape Architecture
Take a sketch walk of the Cook/Douglass Campus with club members, stopping to draw various landscapes. Sketches will go on display outside Blake Hall. Landscape Architecture Club CDROL-267

11:30 a.m.

Carnivorous Plant Tour
Floriculture Greenhouses
Look but don’t touch! These carnivores may bite or ooze a sticky digestive enzyme. Wonder at the amazing ways plants eat their prey. Department of Plant Biology, Floriculture/Teaching Greenhouse CDROL-288

12 p.m.

Horticulture Therapy Tour
Floriculture Greenhouses
Explore the role of plants in healing, rehabilitation, and training for individuals with special needs. Department of Plant Biology, Floriculture/Teaching Greenhouse CDROL-312

1 p.m.

Orchid Tour
Floriculture Greenhouses
See a fabulous collection of orchids, including hundreds of diverse species and exotic hybrids. Department of Plant Biology, Floriculture/Teaching Greenhouse CDROL-284

2:30 p.m.

Edible vs. Poisonous
Floriculture Greenhouses
Ever see a macadamia or cashew plant? One nut is near impossible to open, the other is poisonous when raw. Find out which is which on this tour of edible and not-so-edible plants. Department of Plant Biology, Floriculture/Teaching Greenhouse CDROL-285

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).